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Tipologia iniziativa Jean Monnet 

Module 

 

Titolo 

TRANSNATIONAL CRIME AND EU LAW: towards Global Action against Cross-

border Threats to common security, rule of law, and human rights (EU-GLOBACT) 

 

Codice identificativo 

101126599 

 

Anno/i finanziamento 

2023-2026 

 

Ente beneficiario 

Università di Salerno 

 

Responsabile 

Prof. Anna Oriolo 

 

Breve descrizione 

The EU-GLOBACT Module aims to promote excellence in teaching and research in the 

field of EU legal studies, introducing a new focus on the emerging EU counter-crime policy, 

paramount to ensuring security and protecting European values, including the rule of law 
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and fundamental rights, both in the EU and worldwide. In this perspective, the Module will 

contribute to spreading knowledge about the EU’s priority to export European interests and 

values to the global stage through its active role and stronger voice in fighting terrorism and 

cross-border/online crimes. The main expected result is identifying solutions and best 

practices in fighting transnational offences that could be replicated at the European and 

international level. To this end, EU-GLOBACT combines teaching projects, research 

initiatives, and community engagement, adopting a multidisciplinary, gender equality, and 

non-discrimination approach. The teaching schedule includes a 58-hour annual course (30–

40 students/year) structured in 4 theoretical units (40h) and 3 learn-by-doing units (18h). 

The research and dissemination activities comprise intensive workshops, webinars, 

roundtables, and annual conferences within the framework of an institutional legal 

observatory open to the general public and to youth participation. The Module activities will 

be designed for Italian and Erasmus students, PhDs, academic staff, lawyers, judicial 

operators, scholars, professionals, policymakers, NGOs, and civil society to achieve both 

the core priority of the Erasmus+ Programme regarding “Participation in democratic life” 

(strengthening citizens’ understanding of the EU), and the objectives of the JM Actions to 

foster dialogue between the academic world and society, disseminate awareness of the EU’s 

global actorness, and reach a wide audience. The expected outputs include a website, 

informative and didactic material in an open access format, a final book, legal observatory 

activities and scientific articles 

 

Sito internet 

http://www.euglobact.org  

 

Email responsabile 

aoriolo@unisa.it  
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